1 H-NMR spectra of peplomycin (PEP) recorded at 400 and, for the first time, 900 MHz at 2 1C were examined. All the spin systems in the PEP molecule were identified through 2D NMR spectroscopy. The use of NMR spectroscopy allowed the unambiguous assignment of 62 protons, generating 47 non-exchangeable and 15 exchangeable signals. The analysis of the signals observed in 2D-NOE spectra indicates that PEP exhibits an extended conformation at 2 1C. A comparison between the solution conformation of apo-PEP and the solution structure of HOO-Co(III)-PEP indicates that the overall structure of apo-PEP is extended in solution, but exhibiting a conformation of the bithiazole (B)-sulfonium (S) unit similar to that of HOO-Co(III)-PEP. The present investigation represents the initial stage of an NMR study of the solution conformation and dynamics of PEP, its derivatives, its metal complexes and the interactions of metallo-PEPs with their target DNA.
INTRODUCTION
Bleomycins (BLMs) (Figure 1 ) are antitumor agents that are isolated from Streptomyces verticillus. 1 Clinically, BLMs are employed for the treatment of squamous cell carcinomas, 2 non-Hodgkin's lymphomas, 3 testicular carcinomas 4 and ovarian cancer. 5 The drug acts as an antitumor agent by virtue of the ability of a metal complex of the antibiotic to cleave DNA. 6 Although elaborated by S. verticillus as a copper chelate, 1 it is an iron chelate of BLM that has been reported to coordinate and reduce oxygen, thus producing the 'active complex' of BLM. 7 In spite of the efficacy of BLM as an anticancer drug, patients under BLM regimes frequently develop pulmonary toxicity, which is attributed to cell membrane damage promoted by the drug. 8, 9 This negative effect, together with others such as hypotension and renal and hepatic toxicities, limit the use of the drug in patients and prompt the development of BLM analogues with the same or increased clinical efficiency. About 300 derivatives of BLM have been prepared and screened to this end, 10 with peplomycin (PEP) (Figure 1 ) exhibiting stronger activity and less pulmonary toxicity than BLM. 11, 12 PEP and BLM comprise the metal binding domain, the bithiazole-C-terminus group and the gulose-mannose group, which are tethered to each other as shown in Figure 1 . It has been established that BLM and its congener PEP bind iron (II) through their metal-binding domain and activate oxygen to cleave DNA, to which the bithiazole group intercalates. 7, [13] [14] [15] To achieve a fundamental understanding of the molecular mechanism of PEP activity, knowledge of the three-dimensional solution structure of this drug, its metal complexes and complexes of the latter with DNA are required. Additionally, this knowledge could also help to guide the synthesis of less toxic BLM and/or PEP analogues with a higher therapeutic action.
The method of choice for studying molecular structure is a high resolution NMR. Some important investigations of metallo-PEPs have been undertaken; [16] [17] [18] however, the complete assignment of the proton spectrum of PEP is lacking from the scientific literature. The present investigation represents the initial stage of an NMR study of the solution conformation and dynamics of PEP, its derivatives, its metal complexes and the interactions of metallo-PEPs with their target DNA. Prerequisite to such a project is the identification of spectral resonances with specific nuclei of the antibiotic. In the present paper, complete assignment of the 1 H-NMR spectrum of PEP is presented. These results were obtained at 400 and 900 MHz using one-and twodimensional spectroscopies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation
PEP was a generous gift of Nippon Kayaku Co., Ltd (Tokyo, Japan). PEP (3 mmol) lyophilized three times from D 2 O was dissolved in 0.6 ml of D 2 O (99.9% D; Sigma). The pH (meter reading uncorrected for deuterium isotope effect) was adjusted to 6.5 with 0.1 mM NaOD solution in D 2 O. A PEP sample in 90% H 2 O/10% D 2 O was prepared by an analogous procedure.
A PEP sample in 100% dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 (DMSO-d6), to examine some of the NH and NH 2 signals in PEP, was obtained by dissolving 3 mmol PEP in 600 ml of 100 % DMSO-d6.
NMR Spectra
NMR experiments in H 2 O and D 2 O were performed at 400 and 900 MHz on a Bruker DXR400 system (Bruker BioSpin Corp., Billerica, MA, USA) and a Varian NMR Direct Drive 900 system (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) equipped with a cryogenically cooled probe and referenced to HDO as the internal standard. NMR experiments in DMSO were all collected at 400 MHz. Spectra were Fourier transformed using Lorentzian-to-Gaussian weighting and phase-shifted sine-bell window functions. Processing and analysis of the NMR data were performed on a PC Core 2 Duo workstation (Dell, Chicago, IL, USA) using NMRPipe 19 and NMRView 20 software.
For the TOCSY 21, 22 and NOESY 23 spectra collected at 900 MHz and 2 1C, soft flipback pulses were used to minimize water excitation. Mixing times were 40 and 150 ms, with 16 384 and 900 points collected in the direct and indirect dimensions, respectively. An 8 kHz DIPSI mixing sequence was used in the TOCSY. Spectral widths were 14.5 and 8.4 kHz.
TOCSY spectra in DMSO were collected at 400 MHz with the temperature set at 2 1C, mixing time of 40 ms and a 25 kHz MLEV-17 mixing sequence. Spectral widths were 12 p.p.m. in both dimensions and 512 t 1 points were acquired with 2048 complex points for each free induction decay (FID). The number of scans for a t 1 point was 32. Spectra were Fourier transformed using Lorentzian-toGaussian weighting and phase-shifted sine-bell window functions.
Spin-echo correlated spectroscopy (SECSY) 24, 25 experiments were performed at 2 1C in D 2 O. Before the standard SECSY pulse sequence, during the relaxation delay period (2.5 s), the HDO resonance was selectively irradiated (64 db). Quadrature detection was used in both directions. For each value of t 1 , 32 FIDs (2048 data points, acquisition time 0.314 s) were acquired. Before FT, the FIDs were multiplied with a sine-bell window function in both directions. Spectra were calculated in absolute value mode.
COSY 26 spectra were recorded at 400 MHz in D 2 O at 25 1C, with a data matrix of 2048Â512 (t 1 ) complex pairs. Before the standard COSY pulse sequence, during the relaxation delay period (2.5 s), the HDO resonance was selectively irradiated (64 db). The spectral width was 6000 Hz in both dimensions. FIDs were multiplied with a sine-bell window function in both directions. Spectra were calculated in absolute value mode.
1 H-detected HMQC 27 (J CH set at 145 Hz) were recorded at 900 MHz and 2 1C, with a spectral width in the indirect dimension of 11 300 Hz and 190 points.
Structural explorations
The starting structure for apo-PEP was generated from the structure for HOO-Co(III)-PEP determined by Caceres-Cortes et al. 16 (PDB ID 1AO4) by removing the HOO-Co(III) segment. All calculations were carried out with Discover Studio (Accelrys, San Diego, CA, USA) on an Intel Xenon workstation (Dell). Aqueous simulations were carried out using a 10 solvent shell. The nonbonded van der Waals interaction was cut off at 25 Å for the solvent system. The distance-dependent dielectric constant algorithm was used. Molecular dynamics calculations used the Verlet velocity algorithm with 0.01 ps time step and scaling every 10 steps. The calculation protocol used to explore the structure of apo-PEP is similar to that employed with Cu(I)BLM. 28 A 10 Å solvent shell was created around the apo-PEP. The water molecules were minimized with group-based cutoff, while holding apo-PEP fixed. Then the water molecules were fixed and apo-PEP was minimized with no constraints using the cell multipole method. Apo-PEP was first energy minimized without constraints by the steepest descent method, followed by conjugate gradient minimization to an r.m.s. gradient of o0.1. As only trivial NOEs were detected for apo-PEP, the structure resulting from minimization was used in molecular dynamics-simulated annealing. Five calculations were run with different starting velocities. Each calculation consisted of the following steps: (1) Heat and equilibrate the system from 5 to 1000 K over 10 ps in 10 K increments, with velocities assigned every 0.001 ps. (2) High-temperature equilibration for 6 ps. (3) Slow cool down to 300 K over a period of 7 ps. (4) Final molecular dynamics run for 15 ps. The final structure for each iteration was generated by mass-weighted r.m.s., fitting and averaging the coordinates from the last 5 ps of the trajectory, followed by energy minimization. The overall final structure was obtained from the minimized average of the five average structures. All energy minimizations used the CHARMM (Accelrys) force field. NMR study of peplomycin TE Lehmann et al
RESULTS
NMR assignments
Methylvalerate (V) and threonine (T) protons. The 1 H signals elicited by these moieties were assigned using their methyl groups as a starting point. The methyl signal at 1.043 p.p.m. is connected via TOCSY cross peaks ( Figure 2 ) to two features at 4.029 and 4.150 p.p.m., which are in turn connected to each other. This pattern of connectivities is indicative of a CH 3 -CH-CH spin system. The only network of coupled spins of this type in the PEP molecule is that exhibited by T. The V moiety exhibits a more complicated spin system (CH 3 -CH-CH-CH-CH 3 ), which can be traced in the TOCSY spectrum in (Figure 3 inset 2) . Assignments of the 13 C signals of PEP performed by Naganawa et al. 30 indicate that BC5H, BC5¢H, HC2H, HC4H, SC2H and SC6H (ortho); SC3H and SC5H (meta); and SC4H (para) are the non-exchangeable protons, exhibiting the largest chemical shifts in the PEP spectrum. A relative signal arrangement of the resonances for these protons, similar to that found by Naganawa et al., allowed us to locate the ortho, meta and para protons of the sulfonium unit at 7.334, 7.239 and 7.193 p.p.m., respectively.
The COSY-and TOCSY- (Figure 2 ) coupled NMR features located at (3.169, 3.198) and 3.550 p.p.m. are assigned to BC a H 2 and BC b H 2 , respectively. These assignments were made on the basis of overlap of the BNH resonance with the VNH signal (vide supra), which is typically observed in NMR spectra of the BLM family. 29 Having assigned to aromatic ring proton signals of the histidyl unit (vide infra), the remaining aromatic features at 8.065 and 7.891 p.p.m. 
NMR study of peplomycin TE Lehmann et al respectively (Figure 4) . These two signals, and the ones assigned to HC b H and HC a H protons, are the only ones found in the aliphatic region of the PEP spectrum, downfield of the water resonance and they form the starting points in the two networks of connectivities displayed by the G and M residues. Both the sugar moieties display CH-CH-CH-CH-CH-CH 2 spin systems. The identification of the two identical networks of connectivities, as belonging to either the M or the G moieties, is done on the basis of earlier assignments of these signals in BLM performed in our lab 28 and by other researchers. 29 The assignments for all the protons in the disaccharide unit are shown in Table 1 .
b-Aminoalanine (A) and pyrimidinylpropionamide (P) protons. Both the A and P moieties are CH 2 -CH spin systems based on the PEP molecular structure (Figure 1 13 C signals of the PEP molecule performed by Naganawa et al. 30 The assignments of these signals are confirmed by their NOESY (Figure 5a ) connectivities to the NH 2 protons in the A and P moieties (vide supra). Figure S1) .
The SN2H proton (Figure 1 ) is located at 7.324 p.p.m. Its connectivities to the SC d H and SC g H 2 are displayed in the NOESY spectrum in Figure 5a . This proton has not been reported in earlier assignments of the PEP molecule. 16 Exchangeable NH 2 protons. The PEP molecule exhibits five NH 2 groups (Figure 1 ) located in the P, A and M residues. The most upfield-shifted NH 2 signals are observed at 6.075 and 6.469 p.p.m. These very broad signals are assigned to the CONH 2 protons of the M residue based on earlier NMR studies of various members of the BLM family. 16, 28, 29 The CONH 2 groups in the A and P residues are assigned to the pair (6.973, 7.749) p.p.m. on the basis of their NOESY connectivities (Figure 5a ) to the other protons in the P and A spin systems. These CONH 2 groups exhibit strong overlap at pH 6.5, even on the NOESY and TOCSY spectra acquired at 900 MHz, which prevents their individual assignments. The other NH 2 group in the A moiety is located at (6.942, 7.688) p.p.m. (Figure 5a ). The PNH 2 protons are identified at 6.450 p.p.m. through their NOESY connections to the PCH 3 (1.937 p.p.m.) group. 
Structural exploration of apo-PEP
The structure of apo-PEP was explored. In order to do so, we took the structure of HOO-Co(III)PEP published by Caceres-Cortes et al. 16 as our initial structure. The HOO-Co(III) segment of the initial structure was eliminated and the resulting structure was minimized and submitted to simulated annealing. The results of the calculation aforementioned are presented as Supplementary Figure S2 and Table 2 . The results of the calculations indicate that once the HOO-Co(III) segment of the HOO-Co(III)-PEP molecule is released, apo-PEP starts evolving under minimization and simulated annealing towards a structure that departs from the initial conformation towards a more extended structure. The T-V-H-P-A-G-M segment of apo-PEP is more open and these residues tend to separate from each other in the absence of the metal center. These facts agree with the results shown in Table 1 . In order to emphasize the arguments explained above, the root mean square deviation (RMSD) between the HOO-Co(III)-PEP and our apo-PEP structures were calculated residue by residue ( Table 2) . As shown in this table, the smallest RMSD are exhibited by the B-S segment of PEP.
DISCUSSION
The 1 H-NMR assignments for the PEP molecule are presented in this investigation as the initial stage of an NMR study of the solution conformation and dynamics of PEP and its derivatives, and of the structural interactions with their target DNA. PEP spectra collected at 900 MHz, for the first time, have facilitated the unambiguous assignments of the PEP protons. Caceres-Cortes et al. have determined the solution structures of HOO-Co(III)-PEP (CoPEP) and HOO-Co(III)-deglyco-PEP through NMR and molecular dynamics. 16 The differences between the chemical shifts displayed by the 1 H signals in CoPEP and those in apo-PEP (Dd) are shown in Table 1 , with the A, P, H, T, M, G and V residues exhibiting the largest Dds. These results can be understood after close examination of the solution structure of CoPEP. 16 In CoPEP the PN3, HNH, HN1, ANH and MCONH 2 nitrogens are coordinated to the metal center, which puts them in close proximity to each other and explains the non-trivial NOEs found, connecting them through space in this metallo-PEP such as: H2, H5, H6 a , H6 b ) , HC a H-G(H1, H2) and GH1-MH6 a . 16 In apo-PEP, only trivial NOEs are displayed by the P, A, H, G, V, T and M moieties indicating their extended conformation. The 1 H Dds found between these moieties in CoPEP and apo-PEP suggest that the closeness to the coordination cage due to coordination of the A, P, H and M units in CoPEP exposes them to local magnetic fields different from those found in the extended apo-PEP (ring currents generated by the P and H rings). Additionally, different conformations of the coordinated moieties are expected in CoPEP when compared with apo-PEP and also contribute to generate the Dds in Table 1 . Although G is not coordinated to the Co(III) ion in CoPEP, examination of the solution structure of this molecule indicates that this PEP residue is also located close to the metal coordination site due to metal ligation by the MNH 2 nitrogen.
The folding of the B-S segment underneath the equatorial plane of the metal in CoPEP brings the V and T residues close to the coordination cage and generates non-trivial NOEs such as HC2H-V(C a H, C a CH 3 ), HC4H-V(C a H, C a CH 3 ) and HC2H-T(C a H, C b H). Additionally, the V-T fragment is reported to be extensively folded in CoPEP. None of these NOEs were detected by us in our analysis of the 900 MHz NOESY spectra of apo-PEP, again pointing towards an extended conformation of apo-PEP. The different magnetic environments experienced by T and V in apo-PEP and CoPEP and their different conformations due to folding in CoPEP generate the Dds calculated for these residues in Table 1 .
The smallest Dds in Table 1 are those calculated for the S-B unit, indicating that this PEP segment is the least affected upon metal coordination. Non-trivial NOEs such as PCH 3 -BC5H, VC b H-BC5¢H and VC g CH 3 -BC5¢H reported for CoPEP, 16 connecting the P, V and B residues, are the indicators of the folding of the B-S unit underneath the equatorial plane of the metal. Therefore, the 1 H ds of the B-S segment should be affected by closeness to the coordination cage of the metal in CoPEP. In apo-PEP, only trivial NOEs are found for the P, V and B moieties, suggesting that the terminal unit of PEP is not folded close to the P and V residues. The difference in the magnetic environment experienced by the B-S unit in CoPEP and metal-free PEP is likely to cause the Dds reported in Table 1 . Although close to the metal coordination cage, the B-S unit in CoPEP displays an extended conformation. Measurements of the relaxation times (T 1 ) of the protons in the B and S residues performed in CoPEP 16 allowed the characterization of the B-S segment as very flexible, relative to the metal-binding domain. A similar situation is expected for the terminal segment of PEP in its metal-free form. The conformational freedom of the B-S unit in both CoPEP and apo-PEP makes their 1 H ds more similar to each other when compared with those of the other PEP moieties. This situation is expected to change in the presence of DNA. In summary, our NMR results indicate that the overall structure of apo-PEP is extended in solution, but exhibiting a conformational freedom of the B-S unit similar to that of CoPEP. 16 Although a calculation has been discussed here, its goal is only to show the tendency of apo-PEP after HOO-Co(III) release. The reason is that the HOO-Co(III)-PEP molecule has already been submitted to extensive minimization and annealing processes before arriving to the final structure published by Caceres-Cortes et al. Releasing the HOOCo(III) segment and allowing minimization and extra annealing shows the correct tendency of apo-PEP to 'open up,' relative to its initial more compact structure, once the T-V-H-P-A-G-M loses the structural factor that produces its folding. However, no drastic structural changes are expected, in the absence of non-trivial NOEs that can take apo-PEP to a very different conformation, as HOOCo(III)-PEP was already in its energy minimum. The RMSD calculated for each residue in apo-PEP (Table 2 ) agree very well with the NMR data presented in this study, evincing the compatibility between experiment and simulation.
Because of the structural differences in molecular structures regarding the DNA binding domains in BLM and PEP, differences between these two anticancer agents are expected to be found in our future studies of the interactions of their Fe(II) and Cu(I) complexes with DNA. These differences could help explain the reported dissimilarities in activity toward DNA cleavage displayed by these two drugs. 11, 12 
